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1. INTRODUCTION
Potential evapotranspiration (PE) is one of the
required inputs to run the Sacram ento S oil Moisture
Accounting (SA C-S MA ) m ode l of the N ational
W eather Service (NW S) River Forecast System
(NW SRF S). Currently there are two options to define
PE for SAC-SMA: (1) using monthly climatic PE for
the modeling area; and (2) using Synoptic Data
Transfer (SYNTRAN) utility program of the NW SRFS
to compute daily PE.
Ap parently the first option is predicated on the
premise that PE is not variable year-over-year and
seasonal variability is of u tm ost im portance. T his
pr em is e is q uestionable because surface
meteorological conditions at most US locations can
be h ighly variab le in tim e.
The second option is based on Penm an's
combination approach to com pute PE. To use
Penman approac h, a full array of surface
meteorology forcing data is needed, including air
temperature, atm ospheric press ure, air hu m idity,
wind speeds and incoming tota l solar radiation. Of
these variables, air temp erature observations are the
most com monly available. But other variables such
as atm osp heric pres sure, hum idity and wind speeds
are available for only a very few s electe d synoptic
surface observation stations over the entire US.
Incoming solar radiation data have been basically
nonexistent for operational hydrologic applications
even as of today.
To compensate for the lack of incoming solar
radiation data, SYNTRA N uses total sky cover
observations to estimate total incoming solar
radiation. As the Automated Surface Observation
System (ASOS) is being fully implemented in the US,
howeve r, the tota l sk y cover observations are now
being phased out of existence. At this point there are
no alternative observation s th at are rea dily available
for use b y NW S hydrologists.

In light of this development, there is an urgent
need in NW S to find alternative data sets that allow
PE data to be computed. At least, we can find
alternative data to replace the total sky cover
information needed by SYNTRA N program.
This paper investigates several surface
meteorology forcing data sets that m ay be u sed to
com pute PE. Also a number of different PE schemes
will be tested and evaluated. The overall objectives
of this work are (1) to develop historical surface
meteorology forcing data sets which can be used to
com pute PE anywhere in the continental United
States; (2) to investigate different PE schemes that
can produce PE that are consistent with each other;
and (3) to evaluate PE obtained from different
schem es on selected NW S River Forecast Center
(RFC) test basins.
This paper is o rganized as follo ws . First a vailable
data sets that can be used to com pute PE are
surveyed. Second, an analysis of the differences
between the data sets is given. Third, a future plan
for comprehensive comparison of different PE
schemes is presented.
2. ALTERNATIVE SURFACE METEOROLOGY
DATA SETS FO R COM PUTING PE
This section surveys a num ber of alternative
surface m eteorology data s ets that can be use d to
com pute PE. Particularly, the data sets examined
include the National Climate Data Center (NCDC)
Surface Airways observations, the University of
W ashington gridded meteorological data, the
sate llite solar radiation data from University of
Maryland and National Environmental Sate llite Data
Information Service (NESDIS), and the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 50-year
reanalysis data. W e will also briefly discuss the PE
estimates from the N OA H m ode l, a land surface
model developed and operated in NCEP.

________________________________

2.1 NC DC Surface Airw ays D ata
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The NCDC Surface Airways Data set (referred
hereafter as SYNTRAN data set) contains surface
meteorology observations from m ore than 110 sites
in the US. At the reques ts of several NW S RFCs,

al., 1997). The wind speed values were extracted
from a version of the NCEP atmospheric model
reanalysis data. The reliability of the U W data rests
on the validity of the equations that relate incoming
solar radiation and air humidity to daily maximum
and m inim um tem perature. T he reliability of wind
speeds is limited because it is derived from m odel
reanalysis, not direct observations. UW data set
does have a number of advantages over SYNTRAN
data set. It has a long period of record an d covers
the entire c onte rm inous US. Some of the data may
directly replace the forcing inputs needed by
SYNTRAN program, provided that they are
consistent with each other.
2.3 NE SD IS Satellite Radiation D ata

historical data for about 80 of those s ites were
processed and made available to the SYNTRAN
program (See Figure 1). The observations collected
include air temperature, dew point, wind speed and
total sky cover. As mentioned previously, total sky
cover is use d to determ ine tota l incoming solar
radiation (Th om pso n, 1976). T he S YNTR AN data
set has been u sed extensive ly by NW S R FC s to
drive the SAC-SMA model. The PE values for the
synoptic sites are rea dily available via internet. There
are a number of weaknesses associated with the
SYNTRAN data set. First, the data netwo rk is
relatively sparse and m any of the historical records
are not continuous or complete. Second, total sky
cover observations are su bjective in nature because
human judgm ent is involved in the observations.
Third, total sky cover observations are the only
means currently ava ilable in N W SR FS to estimate
total incoming solar radiation; and despite the
inherent flaws in these observations, they will soon
cease to be available. T herefore alternative data
have to be identified.
2.2 U n i v e r s i t y
of
W a sh in g t o n
Me teoro logica l Forc ing D ata

G r id d e d

Un iversity of W ashington recently developed a
50-year retrospective surface meteorology forcing
data (referred hereafter as UW data set) over the
entire continental US (Maurer et al, 2002). The UW
data set contains precipitation, air temperature,
hum idity, wind speeds, incom ing short and long
wave solar rad iation. T he truly observe d variables in
the UW data set are precipitatio n and air
tem perature. Inc om ing solar rad iation and air
hum idity data are estim ate d indirectly from daily
maxim um and m inimum air temperature and
precipitation (Thorton and Running, 1999; Kimball et

The re are other potential data se ts that can be
useful in comp uting PE. Satellite based incoming
solar radiation da ta have been developed recently by
University of Maryland and NESDIS and have been
used in the m ulti-age ncy/m ulti university Land Data
Assimilation Project (LDA S). This data product can
be used in NW SRFS in the future. One con cern with
this product is that satellite based incoming radiation
data are a vailable only relative ly recen tly. Much
longer periods of o bservation s have to be available
before meaningful comparative studies can be done
to ensure the consistency of the radiation data.
2.4 NC EP Reana lysis Surface M eteo rology Data
NCEP is developing a 50-year surface
meteorology data based on new version of the
atm ospheric m odel re analysis (referred hereafter as
the NCEP reanalysis data set). This data set
conta ins all the variables needed to compute PE
using a Penman based approach. The advantage is
that the data period is very long and the spatial
coverage includes the entire conterminous US.
Another advantage is that the reanalysis data can be
ea sily m a d e ava ilable op eratio nally. T h e
disadvantage is that these are not real observations
and their truthfulness is hard to ascertain.
2.5 NCEP N OAH M odel PE Estimates
The outputs from the NOAH Land Surface Model
(LSM ), which is the land surface component of the
NCEP atmospheric model and one of four LSMs
running on LDAS, contain PE estimates over the
entire con term inous U S. T hes e PE estim ates
(referred as NOAH PE) can be pro vided in re altim e
mode and can be easily m ade available to
hydrologists in NWS RFCs. The NOAH PE values
are computed based on a Penman type approach

PE data capture local tem poral variatio n in PE
values and m ay be directly used by rainfall-runoff
models such as the SAC-SMA.
3. I N T E R C O M P AR IS O N
OF
D IF F E R E N T
SURFACE METEOROLOGY DATA
This
section
compares
different
surface
meteorology forcing data. Particularly the SYNTRAN
data set and U W data set are intercompared. Each
of the meteorological variables such as air
temperature, hum idity, wind speeds and derived
solar radiation are compared.
The SYN TR AN data for about 80 sites are
included for com parison s tudy. Also included are the
data from the corresponding grid boxes from the UW
data set. It is clear from Figure 1 that, the NCDC
coverage is not evenly distributed in the country and
is sparse.
Figures 2a-d show the scatter plots of the two
data sets for Pierre Municipal Airport in Sou th
Dakota. From this figu re, we notice that air
tem pera ture and dew point temperature have the
most agreement between the two data sets.
However, the differences in wind speed and solar
radia tion data are substantial. Figure 3 shows the
overall sorted correlation between the SYNTRAN
and UW data sets on each of the data s ites . This
figure confirms the observations made in Figure 2
that air temperature and dew poin t tempe rature
between the two da ta sets are most correlated while
the correlation for wind speed and solar radiation is
less clear.
Ap parently the differences between the

SYNTRAN data set and the UW data set are large,
especially in wind speed. Therefore the UW data set
cannot be used directly to substitute the SYNTRAN
data set without resolving the differences between
them .
4. FURTHER PLAN FOR EVALUATION O F PE
DATA SETS AND SC HEMES
The re is a need to continue to conduct m ore detailed
investigation into the relationship between the two
data sets for wind speed and solar radiation. In the
case of solar radiation, despite the differences in the
data sets, the correlation between them is still quite
strong. A possible way to reduce the differences is to
introduce the regional correction factors to the UW
data that have alre ady been applied to the
SYN TR AN va lues (Thom pson, 1977 ).
The re is a plan to examine the NCEP 50-year
reanalysis data and to study the difference between
SYNTRAN, UW and NCEP reanalysis. Further the
sate llite radiation data from U niversity of Maryland
and NESDIS are beginning to be available.
Investigation should be done to determine the
correlation between satellite incoming solar radiation
estim ates and other estim ates .
Ultim ate ly the goal is to obtain the most consistent
PE estimates for hydrologic mode ling. The refore, the
difference between the PE values computed from
different data sets should be investigated. There are
a number of different source codes that are use d to
com pute PE values. Because of the assum ptions
made in each source code, the PE values m ay b e
different. For the new d ata set to be used, it sh ould

Figu re 3 C orrelation betwe en S YNTR AN data and UW data

be consistent with the existing data set to reduce the
need to re-calibrate hydrolog ic models. The PE
estimates from NOA H land surface m odel should
also be evaluated because these estimates can be
easily available operation ally.
W hether the PE values obta ined are rea sonable
should be tested ultimately on real test basins.
Hydrologists from NW S RFCs have been contacted
to identify test basins whe re the different PE values
can be evaluated. At the meeting, some highlights of
these tes ts a long with othe r progress es will be
reported.
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